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New language 
found
As human languages are increasingly 
dying out, the discovery of a new one 
is striking. Nigel Williams reports.
The UN’s atlas of endangered 
languages lists around 230 that have 
become extinct during the past  
60 years. And it is now widely agreed 
that around 3,000 languages worldwide 
are endangered and 200 are critically 
endangered with fewer than 10 
speakers. Even in Europe, Karaim, in 
western Ukraine, has just six speakers.
So the announcement of the 
discovery of a new language is 
especially significant. Researchers 
travelling in Arunchal Pradesh in 
north-east India, which requires a 
special permit to visit, discovered the 
language amongst a remote hill tribe. 
At first they thought it was a dialect 
of another local language but analysis 
showed that it was sufficiently distinct 
to be considered a new language. 
“We were finding something that was 
making its exit,” said Gregory Anderson 
of the Living Tongues Institute in 
Oregon, one of the three linguists who 
made the discovery. They found that 
few of the tribe members under the 
age of 20 spoke the language. If “we 
had waited 10 years to make the trip, 
we might not have come close to the 
number of speakers we found.”
The language they discovered in 
the Koro region of the state belongs 
to the Tibetan and Burmese family of 
languages. This family comprises around 
400 languages and around 150 Tibeto-
Burman languages are found in India.
The researchers discovered the Koro 
language while studying two poorly 
known languages — Aka and Miji —  
which are spoken in one small region  
of the state.
The researchers think the newly 
discovered Koro language in this 
region may be endangered. Only 
about 800 elder speakers were found 
and the language is not written, 
Anderson says.
Although the Koro speakers live in 
remote hillsides, it is unclear how the 
language came about amongst the 
surrounding 10,000 person Aka tribe.
But the researchers insist that Koro 
is quite distinct from Aka, with a quite 
different inventory of sounds and a 
different grammar construction.
“Koro could hardly sound more 
different from Aka,” says linguist 
K. David Harrison. “They sound as 
different as English and Japanese.”
What has caused great curiosity 
is the insistence that there is no 
difference between the Koro and Aka 
speakers, the researchers note. The 
co-existence of separate languages 
between two integrated groups that 
don’t acknowledge an ethnic difference 
is very unusual, says Anderson.
Typically, researchers find, the 
minority language in such a situation 
would lose ground to the majority 
language and in time die out — or 
the smaller group would maintain its 
own language by asserting a unique 
identity.
“It is quite possible that two 
living communities can co-
exist and still maintain their 
separate languages... But 
 certainly it is uncommon for 
them to deny a distinction.”
But in the villages of the Aka 
speakers and Koro speakers the 
researchers found everyone maintained 
the two tribes were the same apart 
from their different language.
“Local people downplay the 
difference in the languages,” said 
Harrison, who helped Anderson with 
his research along with Ganesh Murmu 
of Ranchi University. “But they are 
radically different.”
This close association of two such 
different languages is intriguing 
researchers. “When did the Koro end 
up submerged with the Aka, and how 
did it come to be? Our most pressing 
task is getting decent documentation 
out into the professional domain  
so that specialists in other Tibeto-
Burman languages can weigh in,”  
says Anderson.
K.V. Subbarao, at the Centre for 
Applied Linguistics and Translation 
at the University of Hyderabad said 
the case of Koro was interesting. 
“It is quite possible that two living 
communities can coexist and still 
maintain their separate languages,” 
he told National Geographic. But 
“certainly it is uncommon for them to 
deny a distinction — the smaller group 
usually insist they are different.”A new species has been discovered 
in one of the most remote and 
inaccessible parts of the ocean 
previously thought to be entirely free 
of fish. The new type of snailfish was 
found living at a depth of 7,000 metres 
in the Peru-Chile trench of the south-
east Pacific Ocean.
Mass groupings of cusk-eels and 
large crustacean scavengers were 
also discovered living at these depths 
for the first time, the researchers said. 
The findings, in one of the deepest 
parts of the ocean on the planet, were 
made by a team of marine biologists 
from the University of Aberdeen,  
New Zealand and Japan.
The team used deep-sea imaging 
technology to take 6,000 pictures at 
depths between 4,500 metres and 
8,000 metres within the trench. Alan 
Jamieson, who led the expedition 
said: “Our findings, which revealed 
diverse and abundant species at 
depths previously thought to be 
void of fish, will prompt a rethink 
into marine populations at extreme 
depths.”
This expedition was prompted 
by findings in 2008 and 2009 off 
Japan and New Zealand when the 
One of the world’s deepest ocean 
trenches has revealed surprises.  
Nigel Williams reports.
Deep ocean species 
discovered
Deep secrets: A snailfish discovered at 
a depth of 7,000 metres in the Peru-Chile 
trench. (Photo: Alan Jamieson, Oceanlab, 
University of Aberdeen.)
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of snailfish inhabiting trenches there 
with each trench home to its own 
species of the fish.
“To test whether these species 
would be found in all trenches, we 
repeated our experiments on the other 
side of the Pacific Ocean, some 6,000 
miles from our last observations,”  
said Jamieson.
During the three-week expedition 
of the research vessel Sonne, the 
researchers used state-of-the-
art deep-sea imaging technology, 
including an ultra-deep free-falling 
baited camera system, to take images 
deep into the trench. 
A species of cusk eel gathered at 
the camera and fed on the bait for 
the full day of deployment. “Further 
research needs to be conducted to 
decipher whether this is an entirely 
new species of cusk eel that we have 
discovered,” the researchers said.
The expedition was the seventh 
to take place as part of Hadeep, 
a collaborative research project 
between the University of Aberdeen’s 
Oceanlab, the University of Tokyo’s 
Ocean Research Institute and with 
support from New Zealand’s National 
Institute of Water and Atmospheric 
Research (Niwa). The Hadeep team 
has been investigating extreme depths 
across the globe for three years. The 
results have been photographs of the 
world’s deepest-living fish for the first 
time.
The team also discovered a species 
of amphipod crustacean scavengers 
which they previously did not know 
existed at such depths and in such 
great numbers. 
Niamh Kilgallen, an amphipod 
expert from Niwa said: “The sheer 
abundance of these big amphipods 
was overwhelming, particularly at 
7,000–8,000 metres, which is much 
deeper than they have been found in 
any other trench. It begs the question 
of why and how they can live so 
deep in this trench but not in any 
other.”
These findings “prompt a re-
evaluation of the diversity and 
abundance of life at extreme depths,” 
said Jamieson. “Each of the deep 
trenches across the globe hosts a 
unique assembly of animals which can 
differ greatly from trench to trench. 
The immense isolation of each trench 
draws parallels with island evolution 
popularised by Darwin’s finches,”  
he said.Sara J. Shettleworth
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What turned you on to biology in 
the first place? Actually it wasn’t 
biology that got me interested in 
animal behavior — all my degrees are 
in psychology — but what was once 
called ‘animal learning’. As a freshman 
at Swarthmore College I was taught 
introductory psychology by Henry 
Gleitman, a gifted professor who went 
on to win teaching awards and write 
an important textbook. What excited 
me about that course was the very 
accessible interplay between theory 
and experiment. Of course in those 
days, the early 1960s, the theories 
were those of Hull, Spence and 
Tolman, and the experiments mostly 
with rats in mazes, but some of the 
major themes are still recognizable in 
the contemporary study of animal (or 
comparative) cognition. By my third 
year, J.A. (‘Tony’) Nevin had arrived 
at Swarthmore, fresh from a PhD at 
Columbia, then one of the hotbeds of 
Skinnerian behavior analysis, eager 
to involve students in his operant 
conditioning lab. There I had my first 
experience training pigeons and rats 
and my first involvement in published 
research. Some of that practical 
Q & A experience came in useful much later, when I had my own pigeon lab, but 
probably more important was Tony’s 
infectious enthusiasm for doing 
experiments, analyzing data, the whole 
research enterprise. I was hooked. 
But much of your research and 
writing has a more biological 
flavor than those experiences 
seem to predict — why is that? 
My first year in grad school (at the 
University of Pennsylvania) coincided 
with the appearance of a handful of 
seminal findings that would deeply 
change how we think about ‘animal 
learning’ and its relationship to the 
rest of behavioral biology. The most 
important was the ‘Garcia effect’, the 
demonstration that rats quickly learn 
to avoid a food that makes them ill 
even hours later, provided the food 
is distinguished by its flavor rather 
than some arbitrary cue such as 
its appearance. Conversely, visual 
and auditory cues, but not flavors, 
are readily associated with external 
pain. We now appreciate that what 
and how animals learn reflects the 
role of specific kinds of learning in 
their natural lives, but at the time 
these findings seemed breathtakingly 
weird. The Garcia effect and related 
phenomena sparked my interest in the 
broader study of evolution and animal 
behavior, which I remember nourishing 
by sitting in on undergraduate animal 
behavior lectures at Penn. That same 
year my now-husband, Nicholas 
Mrosovsky, invited me along to help 
with his research on baby sea turtles 
in Costa Rica, an experience that 
was more than enough to convince 
even the most die-hard experimental 
psychologist of the wonders of species 
and behaviors outside the laboratory. 
Reviewers of your book have 
commented on how it combines 
approaches from psychology with 
ethology and behavioral ecology —  
how did you become so well 
acquainted with those fields? A long 
career and the luck to be taught by 
or collaborate with people espousing 
the whole gamut of approaches to 
behavior. As I mentioned, my first 
research experience was with good 
old-fashioned operant conditioning, 
which I still see as valuable not only for 
the practical skills of animal training 
but for its strict objective analysis of 
behavior. Now everything animals  
do seems to have a cognitive 
